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Abstract. This paper presents a more complex algorithm with Verilog-HDL, which based on the
dual-modulus preseted decimal frequency divider. This algorithm can not only increase the
accuracy of decimal frequency divider. , but also can be used to divide a clock. Simulations are
conducted to analyze the characteristics of the decimal frequency divider and DDS divider. The
results shows that the divider can satisfy the requirements of design.
INTRODUTION
In the 21st century the development of digital integrated circuits become more and more
important in the design field of IC. Compared with the analog circuits, digital circuits show great
advantages in power consumption. And algorithm of digital circuits is easy to implement. Therefore,
the study of digital circuits becomes very significant [1].
I.

As we all know, the digital systems can work normally according to a beat. The beat is the
signal of clock which is generated by a clock circuit. The clock circuit is composed of crystal
oscillator. The crystal oscillator can provide a stable clock. However, this clock is always different
from the required clock which is based on the frequency of input clock. It’s necessary to design a
frequency divider to divide the input clock into different frequencies and assign the divided clock to
the other modules. To sum up, the design of the frequency synthesizer becomes the most basic and
most critical part of the digital IC design.
The divider is a very important basis part of the digital IC design [2-3]. And the integer
frequency divider is easy to achieve. But in most instances, the frequency division ratio is not an
integer number. In this case we need a fractional divider to divide the input clock.
Now the fractional divider can be implemented mainly by the following ways: 1）the
Phase-locked Loop frequency synthesizer. 2）Direct Digital Synthesizer. Both frequency synthesis
modes can get a precision performance. However, both frequency synthesis methods would
consume a lot of circuit resources. Therefore in some circumstances, such as the circuit's resources
are scarce relatively, the circuit needs a low-power clock. In such cases, the digital programming
fractional divider can be used.
Because of the above idea, this paper proposes a high-precision fractional divider that based
on Verilog-HDL, which can reach a reliable division results. And at the end of the paper a
comparison between the fractional divider and DDS is presented.
II.

THE ALGORITHM OF HIGH-ACCURACY DECIMAL FREQUENCY DIVIDER

A. Design Principles

The core idea of this design lies in the dual-modulus decimal frequency division, which means to
overcount or undercount a pulse to get the decimal frequency value on average [4]. Provided that K
is the decimal value of crystal frequency-output frequency ratio, K can be expressed as:
K N
(1)
Where N represents the integral part of K, andA/B represents the decimal part of K.A is less than
B. When frequency coefficient K is a n-bits decimal number, B equals 10n. If N+1 decimal
frequency is just conducted for B times and then N decimal frequency is carried out for the rest of
B-A times, the output of frequency divider will not be the proper decimal frequency division on a
small scale, and frequency divider will be encountered with serious phase jitter. Therefore, in order
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to achieve high-accuracy decimaal frequencyy division, an
a appropriaate method is needed to
t distributee
the N deccimal frequency and N+1
N
decim
mal frequenccy better, by
b which th
the satisfacttory outputt
frequency will be obtaained.

Figure 1. Schematic
S
Diagram
D
off High-Accu
uracy Decim
mal Frequenncy Divider
quency divider designeed in this paper
p
is thee
As is shhown in Fiigure 1, thee core of deecimal freq
design of frequency division
d
con
ntroller. It’ s main ideaa is that in each roundd, twice du
ual-moduluss
k and long--range clock
k produced..
decimal freequency divvisions willl be made too the short--range clock
Through thhis the twicee dual-modu
ulus decimaal frequency
y divisions can
c get a shhort-range clock
c
whosee
cycle is shhorter than the
t objectiv
ve output cllock and a long-range
l
clock whosse cycle is longer thann
the objectivve output cllock respecttively. The cycles of sh
hort-range clock
c
and loong-range cllock gainedd
in each rouund tend to be closer to
o the objectiive output clock
c
than th
hat are in thhe last round
d. If do thiss
a round affter a rounnd, moreoveer, after ennough round
ds, the finaal errors off output clo
ock can bee
controlled in a small range,
r
so thee engineerinng requirem
ments can bee met.
Param
meter Algoritthm
This papper conductts the design of frequenncy dividerr based on four
f
rounds of frequenccy division,,
and as indiicated in the Formula, the error off frequency
y μ produced in each roound can bee expressedd
as:
B.

μ C E
C E
(2)
Where C
CA is the cyycle numbeer of N frequuency division in a rou
und (it can bbe noted as the numberr
of short cyycle), CB is the cycle number
n
of N
N+1 frequen
ncy division
n in a round (it can be noted
n
as thee
number off long cyclee); EA is th
he error off the frequeency betweeen the clockk got by N frequencyy
division annd the outpuut frequenccy, and EB is the errorr of the freq
quency betw
ween the cllock got byy
N+1 frequeency divisioon and the output
o
frequuency.
Accordding to the equation
e
sett (1), the shhort cycle number
n
C1A
A and the loong cycle nu
umber C1B
B
can be worrked out duuring the first frequencyy division, and in this equation seet, M is the sum of thee
number off short cyclee and long cycle;
c
Tclk iis the cycle of input clo
ock; Tout iss the cycle of
o objectivee
output clocck; TA is thhe cycle of short-rangee clock; TB is the cycle of long-raange clock; E0A is thee
error betw
ween the cyccle value off short-rangge clock and the cycle value of oobjective clo
ock after N
frequency division ;annd E0B is th
he error bettween the cycle
c
value of long-rang
nge clock an
nd the cyclee
value of obbjective cloock after N+
+1 frequenccy division, so N frequency divisioon and N+1
1 frequencyy
division caan be regardded as the 0tth frequencyy division round.
r
μ
C E
C E
C
M C
T
T K
T
T N
T
T N 1
E
T
T
T
Es(1)
E
T
When tthe number of short cy
ycle and loong cycle iss being calcculated, andd provided that μ1=0,,
which meaans that the error equalls 0, The nuumber of sh
hort-range clock and loong-range cllock can bee
worked ouut as decimaals, and the parameter must be an
n integer wh
hen Verilog code is beiing written..
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So the integral approximation should be made to C1A and C1B ,which then will be substituted into
the above formula to get the actual error. With C1A and C1B as the approximate integral values, the
resulting clock actually has certain errors with the objective output clock. This clock can be taken as
the long-range clock in dual-modulus decimal frequency division in the next round. After a
dual-modulus decimal frequency division is carried out to C1A-1 (the number of short-range clock
as -1) and C1B+1 (the number of long-range clock as +1), the resulting output clock is the
short-range clock dual-modulus decimal frequency division in the next round.
Above all, the computing method of parameters in "i" rounds of frequency division can be
concluded as follows:
1. Let μ1=0 then calculate C1A and C1B.
2. Calculate C2A and C2B according to Es (2).
3. Calculate C3A and C3B according to Es (3).
…
i. Calculate CiA and CiB according to Es (4).
E
E
C

C E
C E
C
1 E
C
1 E
μ
C E
C E
M C
Es (2)

E
E

E
E

R1
R2
R3
...
Ri

TABLE I.
A
M
M
M
…
M

C E
C E
C
1 E
C
1 E
μ
C E
C E
C
M C
Es (3)
...
…
…
C
E
C
E
C
1 E
C
1 E
μ
C E
C E
C
M C
Es (i)

THE PARAMETER AND ERRORS OF FOUR ROUND
B
C
D（s）
E（s）
C1A
C1B
E1A
E1B
C2A
C2B
E2A
E2B
C3A
C3B
E3A
E3B
…
…
…
…
CiA
CiB
EiA
EiB

The calculated parameters are summarized which shown in table I. In table1, A is the total
number of cycle; B is the number of long clocks; C is the number of short clocks; D is the error of
long clocks; E is the error of short clocks
This decimal frequency divider consists of dual-modulus decimal frequency divisions in an i
divide rounds, and output clock will have serious jitter if the N+1 frequency division is made after
the N frequency division, so a right way should be found out to uniformly combine the N and N+1
frequency division.For instance, in (3), (4) ,(5) and(6), y is the integral value after dividing CA by
CB or the integral value after dividing CB by CA, and R is the remainder after dividing CA by CB
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or the remaainder after dividing CB by CA.
y int
y

(3))

int

(4))

R=CA%CB
B
(5)
(6)
R=CB%CA
A
We cann insert a loong cycle after
a
each y short cycle among M-R
M cycles, which can effectivelyy
reduce the jitter of outtput clock.
III.

SIM
MULATION
N

Requirred Parametters
In this paper, the way
w which is used to teest the abov
ve frequency division m
method is a four-roundd
frequency division,. Because
B
afteer four rounnds, the dev
viation betw
ween fin and
nd fout is un
nder 10E-9,,
4
ouutput clock
k frequency of 220.8005KHz and
d frequencyy
with the ccrystal freqquency of 40MHz,
dividing raatio of 181.155. The fo
ollowing tab
able II show
ws the param
meters requi
uired in everry round off
frequency.
A.

R1
R2
R3
R4

TABL
LE II. TH
HE PARAM
METER AND
D ERRORS
S OF 181.15
55 FREQUE
ENCY DIV
VIDER
A
B
C
D(s)
E(s)
1024
86
65
159
1.14E
E-09
-2.39E-0
08
1024
97
78
46
1.92E
E-08
-5.75E-0
09
1024
23
36
788
1.09E
E-08
-1.41E-0
08
1024
58
80
444
1.88E
E-08
-6.19E-0
09

Higherr frequency accuracy would
w
be obttained in eaach round th
han that in tthe last roun
nd .When itt
comes to thhe fourth roound, frequeency accuraacy could bee high enoug
gh.
The Reesults and Analysis
A
of Simulation
We putt the data on
o the tablee above intoo Verilog-H
HDL code, and
a carry oout function
n simulationn
with MOD
DELSIM 6.55SE with sim
mulation tim
me as 2.1E10ns. Figuree 2 and Figuure 3 shows the results.
B.

Fiigure 2: 1811 Clock Freequency Div
vid

Figure 3: 1822 Clock Freq
quency Diviide
In Figuure 2 and Figure
F
3, it can be inddicated that the wavefo
orm of o_cclk_220K ou
utput clockk
composes of two kindds of cycles, as one is 44550000ps and the other is 45250000ps (it is equal
e
to thee
dividing frrequency off i_clk_40M
M input clocck of 181 an
nd 182KHz)). Because tthere are tw
wo differentt
cycles of w
waveform, we
w finally got the outpuut clock freq
quency with
h 181.155KH
KHz in generral.
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IV. THE
E COMPAR
RISON WIITH DIREC
CT DIGITA
AL SYNTH
HESIZER (DDS)
FREQUEN
NCY DIVIIDER
A. Dividin
ng principle of Direct Digital
D
Synthhesizer

fig
gure 4: schem
matic diagrram of DDS
S[6]
Figure.. 4 Shows the princip
ple of DDS
S. And a DDS
D
frequeency divideer composees of phasee
accumulatoor, wave meemorizer, Digital
D
to Annalog Conv
verter (D/A converter) and low-paass filter[5]..
The N phaase accumuulator acquirres correspoonding phase accumullation code through acccumulatingg
frequency tuning woord K undeer the contrrol of CLK
K. Then the phase acccumulation
n code willl
converse pphase code into range code by thhe addressiing to wavee memorizeer, which can
c make itt
output thee different range code. After geetting the relevant sttaircase waaveform thrrough D/A
A
converter, finally, the waveform we
w need wiill be obtain
ned by low-p
pass filter.
The ouutput frequenncy of DDS
S can be callculated according to th
he equation (6) [7-8].
f
(6)
K
In the equation, f is the output
o
frequuency of DD
DS; K repreesents the ffrequency tu
uning wordd
and N is thhe bit wide of
o phase acccumulator. A
According to
t the equattion (6), on the conditio
on that N iss
a definite vvalue and thhe value of output freqquency is neeed to chang
ge, the valuue of K is th
he only onee
that is needded to changge.
B. Cases o
of DDS

Assum
med that N=
=32 and the clock freqquency is in
nput. If we want the ooutput frequ
uency to bee
1KHz, the data can bee put into(7), then we w
will get the result that K ≈ 1074400,and wh
hen cnt<231，
the output clock is 0, or
o it would be 1.
Accordding to the data
d above, a DDS freqquency diviider is desig
gned based oon Verilog--HDL code..
The follow
wing picture is the screeenshot of sim
mulation.

（a）

（b）
Figure 5 Sim
mulation Of DDS Divid
der
C. The Com
mparison beetween DDS and Highh-accuracy Decimal-n
D
Frequency
F
D
Divider

The maain advantaage of DDS frequency divider is high
h
frequen
ncy resolutiion, which can
c achievee
fast changiing-over off frequency and maintaain the conttinuity of phase.
p
Whatt’s more, it is easy forr
DDS frequuency dividder to realize numericaal control off frequency
y, phase andd range. In addition, itt
has small vvolume and low cost. While
W
it’s m
major shortco
omings are limited in w
working frequency andd
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poor performance in phase noise and stray. Owing to the structure and working principle of DDS,
its working frequency would be limited by the velocity of device, which has direct relation with
reference frequency.
The decimal frequency divider designed in this paper is an expansion on the basis of
dual-modulus prescaler. It applies HDL code to write program so that we can save Phase Locking
Loop (PPL) resource of Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), which is good in transposability.
Therefore, this design can be widely applied to the design of FPGA clock circuit, which can offer
the clock source for some modules that require high frequency.
CONCLUSION
As a fundamental module, dividers can be widely used in integrated circuit (IC). The design
of decimal frequency division can be completed through PPL, but it requires many gate sources and
layout areas. Therefore, this method sometimes can’t meet the requirements of some designs that
need larger layout areas., The decimal frequency divider designed in this paper has modified the
basic algorithm according to the traditional dual-modulus prescaler, which can help to control the
error range of the final output frequency in a small range, It is a resource-saving decimal frequency
divider for circuit designers.
V.
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